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I Security Quick Start Guide

©2013 Control Microsystems Inc. 
All rights reserved.
Printed in Canada.

Version: 8.05.4

The information provided in this documentation contains general descriptions and/or technical
characteristics of the performance of the products contained herein. This documentation is
not intended as a substitute for and is not to be used for determining suitability or reliability of
these products for specific user applications. It is the duty of any such user or integrator to
perform the appropriate and complete risk analysis, evaluation and testing of the products
with respect to the relevant specific application or use thereof. Neither Schneider Electric nor
any of its affiliates or subsidiaries shall be responsible or liable for misuse of the information
contained herein. If you have any suggestions for improvements or amendments or have
found errors in this publication, please notify us.

No part of this document may be reproduced in any form or by any means, electronic or
mechanical, including photocopying, without express written permission of Schneider
Electric.

All pertinent state, regional, and local safety regulations must be observed when installing and
using this product. For reasons of safety and to help ensure compliance with documented
system data, only the manufacturer should perform repairs to components.

When devices are used for applications with technical safety requirements, the relevant
instructions must be followed. Failure to use Schneider Electric software or approved
software with our hardware products may result in injury, harm, or improper operating results.

Failure to observe this information can result in injury or equipment damage.

1 Technical Support

Support related to any part of this documentation can be directed to one of the following
support centers.
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Technical Support: The Americas

Available Monday to Friday 8:00am – 6:30pm Eastern Time

Toll free within North America 1-888-226-6876

Direct Worldwide +1-613-591-1943

Email TechnicalSupport@controlmicrosystems.com

Technical Support: Europe

Available Monday to Friday 8:30am – 5:30pm Central European Time

Direct Worldwide +31 (71) 597-1655

Email euro-support@controlmicrosystems.com

Technical Support: Asia

Available Monday to Friday 8:00am – 6:30pm Eastern Time (North America) 

Direct Worldwide +1-613-591-1943

Email TechnicalSupport@controlmicrosystems.com

Technical Support: Australia

Inside Australia 1300 369 233

Email au.help@schneider-electric.com

2 Safety Information

Read these instructions carefully, and look at the equipment to become familiar with the
device before trying to install, operate, or maintain it. The following special messages may
appear throughout this documentation or on the equipment to warn of potential hazards or to
call attention to information that clarifies or simplifies a procedure.

The addition of this symbol to a Danger or Warning safety label
indicates that an electrical hazard exists, which will result in personal
injury if the instructions are not followed.

This is the safety alert symbol. It is used to alert you to potential
personal injury hazards. Obey all safety messages that follow this
symbol to avoid possible injury or death.

mailto:TechnicalSupport@controlmicrosystems.com
mailto:euro-support@controlmicrosystems.com
mailto:TechnicalSupport@controlmicrosystems.com
mailto:au.help@schneider-electric.com
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DANGER

DANGER indicates an imminently hazardous situation which, if not avoided, will
result in death or serious injury.

WARNING

WARNING indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not avoided, can
result in death or serious injury.

CAUTION

CAUTION indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not avoided, can
result in minor or moderate injury.

CAUTION

CAUTION used without the safety alert symbol, indicates a potentially hazardous
situation which, if not avoided, can result in equipment damage.

PLEASE NOTE

Electrical equipment should be installed, operated, serviced, and maintained only by qualified
personnel. No responsibility is assumed by Schneider Electric for any consequences arising
out of the use of this material.

A qualified person is one who has skills and knowledge related to the construction and
operation of electrical equipment and the installation, and has received safety training to
recognize and avoid the hazards involved.

BEFORE YOU BEGIN

Do not use this product on machinery lacking effective point-of-operation guarding. Lack of
effective point-of-operation guarding on a machine can result in serious injury to the operator
of that machine.

CAUTION

EQUIPMENT OPERATION HAZARD

Verify that all installation and set up procedures have been completed.

Before operational tests are performed, remove all blocks or other temporary
holding means used for shipment from all component devices.
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Remove tools, meters, and debris from equipment.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in injury or equipment
damage.

Follow all start-up tests recommended in the equipment documentation. Store all equipment
documentation for future references.

Software testing must be done in both simulated and real environments.

Verify that the completed system is free from all short circuits and grounds, except those
grounds installed according to local regulations (according to the National Electrical Code in
the U.S.A, for instance). If high-potential voltage testing is necessary, follow
recommendations in equipment documentation to prevent accidental equipment damage.

Before energizing equipment:

Remove tools, meters, and debris from equipment.

Close the equipment enclosure door.

Remove ground from incoming power lines.

Perform all start-up tests recommended by the manufacturer.

OPERATION AND ADJUSTMENTS

The following precautions are from the NEMA Standards Publication ICS 7.1-1995 (English
version prevails):

Regardless of the care exercised in the design and manufacture of equipment or in the
selection and ratings of components, there are hazards that can be encountered if such
equipment is improperly operated.

It is sometimes possible to misadjust the equipment and thus produce unsatisfactory or
unsafe operation. Always use the manufacturer’s instructions as a guide for functional
adjustments. Personnel who have access to these adjustments should be familiar with the
equipment manufacturer’s instructions and the machinery used with the electrical
equipment.

Only those operational adjustments actually required by the operator should be accessible
to the operator. Access to other controls should be restricted to prevent unauthorized
changes in operating characteristics.

3 Introduction

This Security Quick Start Guide is intended to assist users in understanding the basic
concepts of security for SCADAPack 300E RTUs and to demonstrate using the SCADAPack
E Configurator to configure DNP3 Secure Authentication (SA).

This Quick Start Guide guide describes examples of SCADA security configurations using
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Schneider Electric’s SCADAPack E and ClearSCADA products. The configuration concepts
for AGA12 (IEEE1711) encryption security and DNP3 SA are shown. The examples
described in this guide focus on basic DNP3 Secure Authentication configuration for
SCADAPack E devices and ClearSCADA software.  You should consider the security
requirements of your system when choosing from security configuration options.  Further
details on security configurations can be found in SCADAPack E Configurator User
Manual, the SCADAPack E Security Technical Manual and and ClearSCADA
documentation.

What is Required for this Quick Start Guide:

ClearSCADA 2010 R2 or later is recommended when using DNP3 SA with
SCADAPack E RTUs. ClearSCADA is required when the ClearSCADA with DNP3
Security  examples are used in this guide.

SCADAPack E Utilities version 8.02 or later is recommended.

SCADAPack E firmware version 8.00 or newer is required

In addition to the required software and firmware versions you will need to have an 
SCADAPack E controller connected and communicating with SCADAPack E Configurator.
Refer to the SCADAPack E Configurator User Manual and the appropriate SCADAPack E
controller hardware manual.

4 Security Overview

Determine Which RTUs will Need DNP3 Security

The first questions to ask when implementing security in a DNP3 network are:

Which RTUs will need security enabled? 

And what type of DNP3 security should be used?

When to use AGA12

RTUs that are monitoring-only stations generally do not generally require security unless the
data being monitored could be of value to competitors, if the data contains billing or pricing
information or if you wish to prevent unauthorized changes to SCADAPack E RTU
configuration. AGA12 security provides a means to take clear text messages and convert
them into unintelligible forms (ciphertexts) using a secret number. These encrypted
messages can be sent over an insecure connection without the threat of interception and
being read by a user or device other than that to which the message was sent. Once the
message arrives at its secure location, it is deciphered using the same secret number. This
secret number is called a key. 

You must decide if the data is important enough that it needs to be hidden and protected
using AGA12 encryption. This quick start guide does not include AGA12 security
configurations. For further information on AGA12 security refer to the SCADAPack E
Security Technical Reference.

38
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AGA12 Security Communication Overhead: 

AGA12 encryption will result in a communications speed to the RTU that is 60% to 70%
of the speed compared to having no encryption security enabled. There may also be
some effect on RTU performance as a result of using encryption. This will vary
according to controller type and configuration.

When to use DNP3 Secure Authentication (SA)

RTUs that execute control actions for critical assets are good candidates for DNP3 SA.
DNP3 Secure Authentication is a bi-directional protocol that adds data integrity protection and
user and device authentication, resulting in protection between master stations (HMI, control
servers), outstations (PLCs, RTUs, IEDs) and Configuration software using the DNP3
protocol. 

Choose DNP3 SA for applications where critical actions such as controls, configuration
changes, firmware upgrades, etc need to be challenged and authenticated. 

SA Security Communication Overhead: 

If control actions represent 5% of the system communications and 95% is purely data
monitoring, then the overall communication speed will be the same as if no security is
enabled 95% of the time. DNP3 SA is therefore typically much more efficient than
AGA12 encryption.

When to use both AGA12 and DNP3 Secure Authentication (SA)

If the RTU controls critical infrastructure and also monitors competitive data that needs to be
hidden, choose AGA12 to encrypt the data. Because AGA12 also authenticates the start of
each communication session, AGA12 alone is typically secure enough for both monitoring
and control operations, so that SA would typically not be needed in addition to AGA12.
However, the option to enable both AGA12 and DNP3 SA is made available for maximum
security and would be useful, for example, where SCADA master (host) security
management is desired along with data content encryption. The increase in communication
overhead and RTU processing when using both security mothods may affect the
performance of the RTU application.

Adding Security one RTU at a Time

When adding security to an existing network of RTUs.  It is possible to have a mixed network
of secured RTUs and RTUs without security. Here’s how:

DNP3 Secure Authentication allows this because it is the RTU that challenges requests
from the Master. So if security is not enabled on an RTU, the RTU simply allows
commands to be executed unchallenged.

When AGA12 encryption is used in the network, the AGA12 gateway supports a mixed
mode that allows you to list in its routing table the RTUs that are accessed without
encryption and those RTUs with encryption. (The AGA12 encryption protocol is also known
as IEEE 1711).
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Adding new RTUs to an Existing Network or Secure RTUs

When bringing a new RTU online in a secured network of existing RTUs add the new RTU
with security disabled initially. This allows easy debugging of clear text communication if
needed. AGA12 and DNP3 Secure Authentication support a mixed network of secure RTUs
and RTUs without security.

Security and the DNP3 Master

When using AGA12 encryption, the master itself (e.g. SCADA Host or SCADAPack E
Configurator) does not use encryption. Instead DNP3 clear text passes to an AGA12 Gateway
RTU which applies the AGA12 encryption and routes messages to the secured network. The
gateway RTU’s routing table is setup to allow communication from a master indicating which
RTUs operate with AGA12 encryption, and which operate without encryption, as shown in the
diagram below. 

When using DNP3 SA, there is no requirement for a gateway RTU. The master station must
be capable of native DNP3 Secure Authentication. Its security configuration allows it to
communicate directly with a mix of SA-enabled RTUs, and RTUs without security. Since it is
the RTU with SA enabled that challenges the master, the master will authenticate itself when
challenged, allowing it to work with a mix of secured and unsecured RTUs.
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If both AGA12 and DNP3 SA are required on the same network, then an AGA12 Gateway
RTU will be needed in addition to the SA configured master and the SA-enabled RTUs.

Security Administrator

A Security Administrator application is used to manage SCADAPack E system security. This
application installs with the SCADAPack E Utilities but requires a license to run. Security
Administrator is usually licensed on a PC separate from SCADA master (host) software, and
separate from the active field engineering tools such as SCADAPack E Configurator. A
person responsible for SCADA network security administration would typically be the
custodian of the licensed Security Administrator application and the security configurations. 

However, for the purposes of the exercises in this guide, it will be simpler to license Security
Administrator on the same PC running the active SCADAPack E Configurator.

See the Security Administrator Help for information on licensing the Security Administrator
application.

5 How to Configure DNP3 Secure Authentication

This chapter describes how to configure DNP3 SA between the SCADAPack E Configurator
and a SCADAPack 300E controller. Use the guidelines in the Security Overview  section to
decide which RTUs will need DNP3 SA, then proceed with these steps to create and load
your DNP3 SA configuration.

The following sections describe the modes of configuration of the SCADAPack E
Configurator for DNP3 SA. Only a single method needs to be ultimately chosen, but
examples are provided to demonstrate each of the security options offered for the
SCADAPack E Configurator. 

It is recommended that the Default Key option be tested first as it is the simplest to configure.
The other options, which provide increasing levels of security to the SCADAPack E
Configurator, can be evaluated afterwards if desired.

Using Default Key Mode  for the SCADAPack E Configurator.

Using Common Key Mode  for the SCADAPack E Configurator.

Using Unique Keys Mode  for the SCADAPack E Configurator.

Using Username & Password  (Users Mode) with SCADAPack E Configurator.

5.1 Check RTU Firmware and Licensed Options

The firmware version and licensing options for your SCADAPack E Smart RTU can be read
using the SCADAPack E Configurator Controller Status property page.

To check the RTU Licensing Features:  

8

13
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26

32
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Start the SCADAPack E Configurator and open an existing configuration file or create a
new file using the Create a New Configuration wizard.

Select the Communications Type you are using from the Communications menu and
then connect to your SCADAPack E RTU.

From the tree control expand the General leaf and select Controller Status. This opens
the Controller Status & Versions window as shown below.

The controller firmware version needs to be 8.03 or newer in order to use DNP3 Secure
Authentication version 2. The firmware can be updated using the Update System
Firmware command from the Transfer menu.

The Authentication SAv2 feature must be checked under the RTU Licensed Features
section. If it is not checked, obtain this licensed feature from your Sales Representative
(you will need to supply the RTU Type and CPU ID Hex). The authentication SAv2 licensed
feature will be provided in the form of a license file. Load the license file into the RTU by
selecting the Activate License File command from the Transfer menu.
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5.2 Using Default Key for SCADAPack E Configurator

The Default Key mode is the easiest option to use and maintain. The disadvantage of using
a default key is the same as its convenience: it works out-of-the-box, and so it provides the
weakest level of security. The advantage of this mode is that there is no need to manage
Configurator security files because the secret key is known by SCADAPack E RTUs and
SCADAPack E Configurator, by default. 

5.2.1 Security Project Settings

The steps needed to configure the Security Project settings are listed in this topic.

Complete these steps and then move to the RTU Groups topic.

Security Administrator

Run the Security Administrator application.

Select the word Project from the left-hand tree control to view the project settings for
your system’s security configuration.

Set Security Mode

The first setting, Security Mode, defines the type, or mode, to be used for security. There
are three selections available.

AGA12-2 Encryption uses cryptography to protect SCADA communications.
Essentially, it provides a means to take clear text messages and convert them into
unintelligible forms (ciphertexts) using a secret number. The secret number is called to
as a key.

DNP3 Secure Authentication is a bi-directional protocol that adds data integrity
protection and user and device authentication, resulting in protection between master
stations (HMI, control servers), outstations (PLCs, RTUs, IEDs) and Configuration
software using the DNP3 protocol. 

DNP3 Secure Authentication and AGA12-2 Encryption uses both security modes.
When used together, AGA12 provides the encryption and session validation security
facilities, while DNP3 Secure Authentication provides the challenge-reply
authentication security facilities. 

For this example select DNP3 Secure Authentication in the Security Mode section of the
project view. 

Set Configurator Key Mode

The second setting, Configurator Key Mode, defines the type of security key used by the
SCADAPack E Configurator. There are three selections available.

The Default Key mode is the easiest option to use and maintain. The disadvantage of
using a default key is the same as its convenience: it works out-of-the-box, and so it
provides the weakest level of security. The advantage of this mode is that there is no
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need to manage Configurator security files because the secret key is known by
SCADAPack E RTUs and SCADAPack E Configurator, by default. 

The Common Key mode requires that the same security configuration file be deployed
to every instance of SCADAPack E Configurator. The advantage of this is that it
means you only have to maintain one key for all of your SCADAPack E Configurator
installations. The disadvantage of this is that if a laptop with  SCADAPack E
Configurator is compromised, the security configuration files needs to be updated on
all instances of  SCADAPack E Configurator, as well as on every RTU that is
associated with SCADAPack E security features.

The Unique Key mode provides the highest level of security. Each instance of
SCADAPack E Configurator is identified using a specific security configuration file.
This file is tied to a Machine ID to restrict operation of the software to authorized PCs
only. 

For this example select Default Key in the Configurator Key Mode section of the project
view.

Set Users Mode

The Users Mode section adds another layer of security where a username and password
are prompted by the SCADAPack E Configurator before connecting to an RTU. 

For this example select No user authentication provided by Controllers.

Save the Project

Confirm that the project settings you have configured are the same as shown in the Project
Settings for this example graphic below.

Save the Project settings, using the Save As command from the File menu, to a
project file such as SA_Project1.sdb.

Project Settings for this Example

The project settings for this example are shown in the following graphic.
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5.2.2 RTU Groups

A security Group defines a group of one or more RTUs that will share the same security
configuration. RTUs that need to communicate with each other as peers or in data
concentrator / slave configurations, need to be in the same security group.

How many groups are recommended:

The more RTU groups, the more security resilience. For example, if there is a security
compromise in just one RTU group (for whatever reason) there will be fewer RTUs that
need new security keys loaded to secure the group once again. Compare this to using
one key in all RTUs – if there is a compromise, all RTUs must have a new update key
reloaded. This needs to be balanced against managing multiple keys as well as the need
for grouping RTUs for peer communication, as described above. 

The steps needed to configure Groups settings are listed in this topic.

Open the the project, SA_Project1.sdb, created in the previous topic, SA_Project1.sdb. 
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Click the Groups folder from the left-hand tree control.

From the Groups window click the Add Group button.

Change the group name from Group1 to Group1_RTUs.

We will use the default settings in this dialog as shown below.

Save the Project settings, using the Save command from the File menu, to the project
file SA_Project1.sdb.

5.2.3 Export Security File

The security configuration for this Default Key example is now complete. 

The security project we have created, SA_Project1.sdb, now needs to be Exported to a file
we can load into the SCADAPack E RTUs.

From the Export menu, select All Group Security Files.
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Using the Browse For Folder dialog that opens, browse to the folder where you
saved your project file so all files for our security project, SA_Project1, are kept
together. 

Select OK to export the security files.

A browser dialog opens showing you where the files were exported. 

Open the sub-folder Group1_RTUs to view the exported file. The security file system.
rtk contains the group security key for the RTUs in this group. The file also contains
security information that the RTU uses when interacting with SCADAPack E
Configurator. The Load RTU Security File  topic describes using the SCADAPack E
Configurator to load this file into the RTUs.

There is no security file exported to load into the SCADAPack E Configurator in this
case because we selected Default Key mode in the project settings for this example.
The default key is pre-loaded into the SCADAPack E Configurator at installation time.

5.2.4 Load RTU Security File

In this topic we will load the security file we created in the previous topic, system.rtk, into an
RTU. 

Security setting for SCADAPack E RTUs may be removed at anytime by performing a
cold boot.

From SCADAPack E Configurator select the Load Security Config. File command
from the Transfer menu.
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Browse to the folder containing system.rtk file that was exported in the previous topic
and click Open.

When prompted by SCADAPack E Configurator to confirm the load click OK.
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5.2.5 Load SCADAPack E Configurator Security File

Normally you would now load the security file for the SCADAPack E Configurator. But as we
chose the default key in this example for the SCADAPack E Configurator, there is no
Configurator security file to load. 

Instead, do the following:

In SCADAPack E Configurator, select DNP3 Security Settings from the Security
menu to observe the default key selection as shown circled in red below.

The checkbox should not be selected for the Individual users can be authenticated by
the controllers option. This corresponds to the Users Mode selected in the Users Mode
setting of No user authentication provided by Controllers selected in the Security
Project Settings  topic.

5.2.6 Test DNP3 Secure Authentication

To test that DNP3 SA is actually in place and working you can issue a control action and
observe the message exchange using the SCADAPack E Configurator Diagnostics screen:

In SCADAPack E Configurator, select Configurator Diags from the General folder
tree control.

Select the Clear button to erase the existing diagnostics messages.

13
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Now send the RTU a control command by writing a 1 to a Binary Output using the
Point Browser tool selected from the Points folder on the tree control as shown
below:

Return to the General | Controller Diags. The message authentication can be observed
similar to the screenshot below. 

Without DNP3 SA enabled, the messages for the same command would look much simpler,
such as the following:
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There are more messages needed to authenticate the operate commands when DNP
Secure Authentication (SA) is used. Read commands are not challenged and use the same
messaging as without security enabled. The majority of communication messages to RTUs
are Read messages, making DNP3 SA a very efficient security protocol.

5.3 Using a Common Key for the SCADAPack E Configurator

This procedure is similar to the section Using the Default Key for the SCADAPack E
Configurator, except that an additional security file is exported for loading into SCADAPack E
Configurator(s), replacing the Default Key. This choice is considered more secure than using
the Default key mode.

5.3.1 Modify the Security Administrator Project

For this example run the Security Administrator and open the project file called SA_Project1.
sdb, created in the Using Default Key for SCADAPack E Configurator  example.

Use the Save As command from the File menu to create a new security Project in a
different folder. Name the new project SA_Project2_Common_Key.sdb.

Select Project from the tree control. 

Change the Configurator Key Mode from Default Key to Common Key as shown in
the graphic below. The Common Key mode requires that the same security
configuration file be deployed to every instance of SCADAPack E Configurator. The
advantage of this is that it means you only have to maintain one key for all of your
SCADAPack E Configurator installations. The disadvantage of this is that if a laptop
with  SCADAPack E Configurator is compromised, the security configuration files
needs to be updated on all instances of  SCADAPack E Configurator, as well as on
every RTU that is associated with SCADAPack E security features.

13
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5.3.2 Export Security Files

Since you have changed the Configurator Key Mode, the RTU security files also change to
match the new Common Key mode. As a result we must export the RTU Group file, and for
this example there will also be a Configurator Security File to be exported.

Export RTU Security File

From the Export menu, select All Group Security Files.
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Using the Browse For Folder dialog that opens, browse to the folder where you
saved your project file so all files for our security project, SA_Project2_Common_Key,
are kept together. 

Select OK to export the security files.

A browser dialog opens showing you where the files were exported. 

Open the sub-folder Group1_RTUs to view the exported file. The security file system.
rtk contains the group security key for the RTUs in this group. The file also contains
security information that the RTU uses when interacting with SCADAPack E
Configurator. The next section describes using the SCADAPack E Configurator to load
this file into the RTUs.

Export Configurator Security File

From the Export menu, select Configurator Security File.

The Save As dialog opens so the Configurator Security File, common.csf, can be
saved to your PC. Browse to the folder where you saved your project file so all files for
our security project, SA_Project2_Common_Key, are kept together. 

A browser dialog opens showing you where the common.csf file was exported. 
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5.3.3 Load RTU Security File

In this topic we will load the security file we created in the previous topic, system.rtk, into
an RTU. 

Security setting for SCADAPack E RTUs may be removed at anytime by performing a
cold boot.

From SCADAPack E Configurator select the Load Security Config. File command
from the Transfer menu.

Browse to the folder containing system.rtk file that was exported in the previous topic
and click Open.
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When prompted by SCADAPack E Configurator to confirm the load click OK.

5.3.4 Load SCADAPack E Configurator Security File

The security file, common.csf, must be loaded into every instance of the SCADAPack E
Configurator used with this group of RTUs.

In SCADAPack E Configurator, select DNP3 Security Settings from the Security
menu.

Select the Change button and use the browser to locate and select the file common.
csf exported in the Export Security Files  topic.22
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Click the Close button.

Test the communications as done in the Test DNP3 Secure Authentication  topic of the
Using Default Key for SCADAPack E Configurator  example.

5.4 Using a Unique Key for each SCADAPack E Configurator

This procedure is similar to the section Using the Common Key for the SCADAPack E
Configurator except that a unique security file is exported for each PC installed with
SCADAPack E Configurator (giving each SCADAPack E Configurator a unique key). This
choice is considered more secure than using a Common Key for all SCADAPack E
Configurator.

5.4.1 Modify the Security Administrator Project

For this example run the Security Administrator and open the project file called 
SA_Project2_Common_Key.sdb, created in the Common Key for the SCADAPack E
Configurator  example.

Use the Save As command from the File menu to create a new security Project in a
different folder. Name the new project SA_Project3_Unique_Key.sdb.

Select Project from the tree control. 

Change the Configurator Key Mode from Common Key to Unique Keys as shown
in the graphic below. The Unique Key mode requires that unique security configuration
files be deployed to every instance of SCADAPack E Configurator. 

In the project settings change the Configurator Key Mode from Common Key to Unique Keys
as shown below:
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With this example there is a new folder named Configurators that appears in the tree control
on the left. 

Click the Configurators folder from the left-hand tree control.

From the Configuration Management window click the Add Configurator button.

A sub folder, Configurator 1, is created and the following dialog opens.
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The Machine Id entry window requires the Machine ID from the SCADAPack E Configurator.

To Obtain the Machine ID from the SCADAPack E Configurator

From SCADAPack E Configurator, select DNP3 Security Settings from the Security
menu. Select & copy the Machine ID as shown below. (Highlight the Machine ID
number by dragging the mouse over the entire field, right-click and select Copy, or
press Ctrl-C).

To Add the Machine ID to Configurator1

Paste the Machine ID into the Security Administrator Configurator1 page settings
as shown below (right-click on the Machine Id field and select Paste, or press Ctrl-V)

Click Enter on the keyboard once the number has been entered.
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You will need to use Add Configurator for each additional PC that runs SCADAPack E
Configurator in your system in order to authorize its use with the groups of RTUs configured
in this project.

5.4.2 Export Security Files

Since you have changed the Configurator Key Mode, the RTU security files also change to
match the new Unique Key mode. As a result we must export the RTU Group file, and for this
example there will also be a Configurator Security File to be exported.

Export RTU Security File

From the Export menu, select All Group Security Files.

Using the Browse For Folder dialog that opens, browse to the folder where you
saved your project file so all files for our security project, SA_Project3_Unique_Key,
are kept together. 

Select OK to export the security files.

A browser dialog opens showing you where the files were exported. 

Open the sub-folder Group1_RTUs to view the exported file. The security file system.
rtk contains the group security key for the RTUs in this group. The file also contains
security information that the RTU uses when interacting with SCADAPack E
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Configurator. The next section describes using the SCADAPack E Configurator to load
this file into the RTUs.

Export Configurator Security File

From the Export menu, select All Configurator Security Files.

The Save As dialog opens so the Configurator Security File, Configurator1.csf, can
be saved to your PC. Browse to the folder where you saved your project file so all files
for our security project, SA_Project3_Unique_Key, are kept together. 

A browser dialog opens showing you where the Configurator1.csf file was exported. 

Open the sub-folder Group1_RTUs to view the exported file Configurator1.csf. 

5.4.3 Load RTU Security File

In this topic we will load the security file we created in the previous topic, system.rtk, into an
RTU. 

Security setting for SCADAPack E RTUs may be removed at anytime by performing a
cold boot.

From SCADAPack E Configurator select the Load Security Config. File command
from the Transfer menu.
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Browse to the folder containing system.rtk file that was exported in the previous topic
and click Open.

When prompted by SCADAPack E Configurator to confirm the load click OK.
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5.4.4 Load SCADAPack E Configurator Security File

The security file Configurator1.csf must be loaded into the unique instance of SCADAPack
E Configurator. 

In SCADAPack E Configurator, select DNP3 Security Settings from the Security
menu.

The DNP3 Security Settings dialog is opened.

Click the Change button. Use the browser to locate and select the file Configurator1.
csf that was exported.

Repeat this loading step for each PC that runs an instance of SCADAPack E
Configurator that will be used with these groups of RTUs, loading the unique
Configurator#.csf file created for that PC’s Machine ID.

Test the communications as done in the Test DNP3 Secure Authentication  topic of
the Using Default Key for SCADAPack E Configurator  example.

5.5 Using Username & Password with SCADAPack E Configurator (Users Mode)

Users Mode adds another layer of security to the SCADAPack E Configurator by requiring
username and password login before critical actions can be performed to an RTU. Users
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Mode applies only to RTU authentication of SCADAPack E Configurator users. Recall that the
security file loaded into the RTU contains two types of security keys: one type for
authenticating actions from SCADAPack E Configurators, the other for authenticating the
DNP3 Master, such as the SCADA Host. The DNP3 master does not require a username
and password to authenticate to the RTU when using DNP3 SA. In this example Users Mode
can be added to any of the Security Projects created previously. For simplicity we will use the
Default Key project: 

5.5.1 Modify the Security Administrator Project

For this example run the Security Administrator and open the project file called SA_Project1.
sdb, created in the Using Default Key for SCADAPack E Configurator  example.

Use the Save As command from the File menu to create a new security Project in a
different folder. Name the new project SA_Project4_WithUsers.sdb.

Select Project from the tree control. 

Change the Users Mode to Individual Users can be configured and
authenticated by the Controllers.

13
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With this example there is a new folder named Users that appears in the tree control on the
left. 

Click the Users folder from the left-hand tree control.

From the User Management window click the Add User button.

A sub folder, User1, is created and the following dialog opens.
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Add two sample usernames and Passwords to test.

5.5.2 Export Security Files

The security configuration for this User Name and Password example is now complete. 

The security project we have created, SA_Project4_WithUsers.sdb, now needs to be
Exported to a file we can load into the SCADAPack E RTUs.

From the Export menu, select All Group Security Files.

Using the Browse For Folder dialog that opens, browse to the folder where you
saved your project file so all files for our security project, SA_Project4_WithUsers,
are kept together. 

Select OK to export the security files.

A browser dialog opens showing you where the files were exported. 

Open the sub-folder Group1_RTUs to view the exported file. The security file system.
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rtk now includes an encrypted list of usernames and passwords.

If you are not using the Default Key project, you will need to export the Configurator’s security
file as well (to enable the Configurator’s user mode).

5.5.3 Load RTU Security File

In this topic we will load the security file we created in the previous topic, system.rtk, into an
RTU. 

Security setting for SCADAPack E RTUs may be removed at anytime by performing a
cold boot.

From SCADAPack E Configurator select the Load Security Config. File command
from the Transfer menu.

Browse to the folder containing system.rtk file that was exported in the previous topic
and click Open.
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When prompted by SCADAPack E Configurator to confirm the load click OK.

5.5.4 Load SCADAPack E Configurator Security File and Activate Users Mode

If you are not using the Default Key project, you will need to load the Configurator’s security
file now using the Change button shown in the dialog below. This will setup the E Configurator
User mode.

If you are using the Default Key project, you must enable Users Mode as described below: 

In SCADAPack E Configurator, select DNP3 Security Settings from the Security
menu.

Check the box Individual users can be authenticated by the controllers as shown
below:
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When you click Close, you will immediately be prompted to enter login details. Enter
one of the security Usernames you created.

Test the communications as done in the Test DNP3 Secure Authentication  topic of
the Using Default Key for SCADAPack E Configurator  example.

The RTU performs authentication of SCADAPack E Configurator actions, using the login
details you entered, against the RTU's secure username/password list.

6 ClearSCADA with DNP3 Security

This section covers setting up ClearSCADA when it is the DNP3 Master in a network of RTUs
where some or all of the RTUs are enabled for DNP3 SA. Two methods are presented that
describe how to setup ClearSCADA to use the same security key used in the RTU so that
they can authenticate with each other using DNP3 SA. In method 1 the SCADAPack E
Configurator is used to load the security file into the RTU. In method 2, ClearSCADA is used
to load the security file into the RTU.

6.1 Method 1 - Security File Loaded to RTUs by SCADAPack E Configurator

In this example, the RTU initially has no security enabled so that a secure connection can be
incrementally demonstrated. If you wish to remove security from a SCADAPack E controller,
you must cold boot the controller.

6.1.1 Demonstrate Control Actions with no Security

In ClearSCADA connect a DNP3 Direct Channel and DNP3 Direct Outstation Set to a
SCADAPack E RTU controller that has no security loaded. For the purposes of this
example, the ClearSCADA Outstation object must be the object type DNP3 >
SCADAPack E > SCADAPack E Direct Outstation.

Demonstrate a successful control action such as right-clicking on a DNP3 Binary
Output point for this RTU and selecting Control as shown below in a sample
ClearSCADA project. Toggle the Output point state again to confirm controls are
successful.
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6.1.2 Load RTU Security File

Connect SCADAPack E Configurator to the RTU and select Load Security Config. File
from the Transfer menu. 

Browse to the folder containing system.rtk that was exported with Security
Administrator and select Open to load and activate the security configuration. (If
desired you may use any of the security projects created in the earlier examples, such
as SA_Project1.sdb.)

From ClearSCADA, attempt a control action to the same output point. This action
should not complete because the RTU will challenge the ClearSCADA request and
ClearSCADA will not be able to authenticate itself to the RTU. You may view the Alarm
Banner or an alarms window in ClearSCADA to see this message.

6.1.3 Set Security Key in ClearSCADA

For ClearSCADA to use DNP3 SA with this RTU, open the RTU’s ClearSCADA
outstation object properties, and select the Security tab as shown below. 
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Check Enabled to select SA for this RTU. The DNP3 algorithm settings shown in this
dialog match the default settings in the Security Administrator project. If you have not
changed the default settings in the security project, nothing further needs to be done in
this dialog. 

Save the outstation object. A message is generated stating that the “Outstation
requires an update key”.

Close the outstation properties window.

To set the key and clear the message, right-click the RTU’s outstation object in the
navigator tree and select Set Update Key as shown below.
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Copy the Group key for the RTU from your Security Administrator project as shown
below:

Paste the key into the Set Update Key dialog in ClearSCADA as shown below:
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Select OK. 

Open the outstation object properties again and you will see the message has cleared.

6.1.4 Repeat Control Actions with SA Enabled

To speed up communication establishment with the RTU, toggle the Outstation In Service
check box off, Save, on again and Save. Now demonstrate a successful control action (this
time using Secure Authentication) by right clicking a Boolean Output point and selecting
Control.

6.2 Method 2 - Security File Loaded to RTUs by ClearSCADA

ClearSCADA can optionally be used to load security files to SCADAPack E RTUs. The
SCADAPack E Configurator is not used for loading the security files in this case. This allows
security administration to be performed from one access point, the SCADA Host. The
following steps describe how this is done.

In this example, the RTU initially has no security enabled so that a secure connection can be
incrementally demonstrated. Recall that if you wish to remove security from a  SCADAPack
E, you must cold boot the controller.

6.2.1 Demonstrate Control Actions with no Security

In ClearSCADA connect a DNP3 communications channel to a SCADAPack E
controller that has no security, as in the previous example. The RTU object must be
the object type DNP3 > SCADAPack E > SCADAPack E Direct Outstation.
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Demonstrate a successful control action such as right-clicking a Boolean Output point
for this RTU and select Control as shown below in a sample ClearSCADA project.
Toggle the Output point state again to confirm controls are successful.

6.2.2 Create Object for Loading RTU Security File

Instead of using the SCADAPack E Configurator to load the RTU’s security file, this time we
will use ClearSCADA::

In the same ClearSCADA group (folder) as the RTU’s outstation object, add a new
object of type DNP3 > SCADAPack E > SCADAPack Security Configuration. 

Right click the new object and select Import Security Configuration. The following
dialog is displayed:
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Enter the security file name by browsing to the folder containing system.rtk that was
exported with Security Administrator and select Open. (If desired you may use any of
the security projects created in the earlier examples, such as SA_Project1.sdb.)

To obtain the Key, copy the key from your Security Administrator project as shown
below for this RTU group. (The security key associated with the new security file is
provided to ClearSCADA to validate the authenticity of the security file.)

Paste the key into the dialog in ClearSCADA as shown below. This key is transferred
to the outstation object key by ClearSCADA after successfully loading the security file
to the RTU:

You may add an optional description that identifies which RTU group uses this security
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file. 

Select OK to close the dialog.

Open the RTU’s outstation object properties and select the SCADAPack tab. Go to the
bottom of this page to assign Security Configuration to the object we just created using
the browse button as shown below.

Save the outstation object. If security has not been enabled already on the Security tab,
a message will be generated. Select the Security tab as shown below. 
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Check Enabled to select SA for this RTU. The DNP3 algorithm settings shown in this
dialog match the default settings in the Security Administrator project. If you have not
changed the default settings in the security project, nothing further needs to be done in
this dialog. 

Save the RTU object and the message will clear. Close the dialog. 

6.2.3 Load RTU Security File

Load the Security file to the RTU by right-clicking the RTU’s outstation object and selecting
Download Security Configuration. 

6.2.4 Repeat Control Actions with SA Enabled

Demonstrate a successful control action using SA by right-clicking a Boolean Output point
and selecting Control.

If the Control method does not appear on the menu when right-clicking output points, you
can speed up communication establishment with the RTU by toggling the Outstation In
Service check box off, Save, on again and Save.

7 Frequently Asked Questions

Question: How can I turn off DNP3 Security in my controller? 

Answer: Cold boot the controller to delete the security file and remove its security
settings.

Question: Do I select which ports on an RTU to use DNP3 SA? 

Answer: Ports that have DNP3 enabled will use the configured DNP3 security scheme.
E.g. USB, serial and LAN.

Question: Can a SCADA Host (master station) or SCADAPack E Configurator with
DNP3 SA enabled, perform actions to an RTU that has no security enabled? 

Answer: Yes, it is typically the RTU that challenges the master. An RTU without
security does not challenge master requests, so the master does not need to
provide authentication itself. This way, a secure SCADA host can work with a
network of secured and unsecured RTUs.

Question: What is Aggressive Mode? 

Answer: Aggressive mode provides more “aggressive optimization” of the DNP3
secure authentication communications to reduce the amount of overhead.
Overhead is reduced by including the action and the authentication information
for an anticipated challenge inside one operation request message. The
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receiving device does not have to issue a challenge message, only a
response to say the request has been executed. The first secure exchange
between DNP3 devices uses full authentication transactions, but subsequent
transactions can use aggressive mode, reducing the message transactions
for critical operations from 4 exchanges to 2.

Question: When selecting Users Mode how do I login to an RTU from ClearSCADA? 

Answer: Users Mode is an additional security feature provided by the RTU for the
SCADAPack E Configurator only. ClearSCADA does not support Users Mode,
rather it offers its own account login structure. The RTU’s security file contains
two types of keys: one type to use with SCADAPack E Configurator only, and
a second key type to use with other DNP3 masters, such as ClearSCADA. In
this way, only SCADAPack E Configurator actions will be challenged for
username and password information. This information is automatically
embedded in messages between the SCADAPack E Configurator and the
RTU after logging on to the SCADAPack E Configurator. The RTU
authenticates SCADAPack E Configurator actions against the RTU’s secure
username/password list.

Question: Are communications using the IEC 61131-3 Workbench secured? 

Answer: When the IEC 61131-3 Workbench is configured to use the SCADAPack E
Configurator as its communication server and the SCADAPack E RTU and
SCADAPack E Configurator are setup to use DNP3 security, then Workbench
communications to the RTU are also secured. In addition, the IEC61131/TCP
and IEC61131/Serial settings should be disabled in the SCADAPack E RTU
configuration to secure the workbench interface.

Question: Are Telnet and FTP secure connections to the SCADAPack E? 

Answer: DNP3 security does not include securing the Telnet or FTP protocols. Leaving
Telnet and FTP disabled, which is the default configuration, is the most secure
setting for these components. Turning them on to allow FTP and particularly
Telnet functionality can compromise system security if a remote IP connection
to the RTU is not secured by other means. 

Question: How do I uniquely secure a SCADAPack E system from other similar
SCADAPack systems? 

Answer: Multiple layers of security (also known as defense-in-depth) are available.
Using the Common or Unique Key modes for the SCADAPack E Configurator
isolates SCADAPack E RTUs from access by SCADAPack E Configurator
that are not authorized on the system; Security keys loaded into SCADAPack
E RTUs offer increased protection to actions from other DNP3 Masters;
Loading of security files to RTUs can be restricted to local access only
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(although this can be a major impediment to maintenance of system security).
To further secure a system against unintended deployment of security keys,
and for consideration as an alternative to restricting key deployment to local
access only, an additional security layer can be used. A Master Key can be
generated from the Security Administrator that allows SCADAPack E RTUs to
accept system specific security keys only. If used, the system specific master
key should typically be loaded in a SCADAPack E RTU prior to field
installation. Refer to the Security Administrator Help and Security Technical
Reference Manual > Master Key Configuration for more information.

Question: How do I disable RTUs from remotely receiving new security configuration? 

Answer: The Security Administrator provides an “Allow Update of Security File” field on
the Group configuration page. Setting this field to “Compact Flash or
Configurator via USB” (i.e. disabling Host and remote access) restricts an
RTU to accepting security key files via local access only. While this provides a
very high level of security, remote maintenance of security configuration is
disabled. An alternative to enforcing this local-only security configuration is to
use SCADAPack Master Key configurations. Following the setting of master
keys, security configurations are accepted by RTUs from system specific
Security Administrators. Also see the previous question above.
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